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Windows Registry Forensics, Second Edition: Advanced Digital Forensic Analysis of the Windows RegistrySyngress Publishing, 2016

	Windows Registry Forensics: Advanced Digital Forensic Analysis of the Windows Registry, Second Edition, provides the most in-depth guide to forensic investigations involving Windows Registry. This book is one-of-a-kind, giving the background of the Registry to help users develop an understanding of the structure of registry hive files,...
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Linux Server Security: Hack and DefendJohn Wiley & Sons, 2016

	Learn how to attack and defend the world’s most popular web server platform 


	Linux Server Security: Hack and Defend presents a detailed guide for experienced admins, aspiring hackers and other IT professionals seeking a more advanced understanding of Linux security. Written by a 20-year veteran of Linux server...
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Border Contraband: A History of Smuggling across the Rio Grande (Inter-America)University of Texas Press, 2015

	Winner, Jim Parish Award for Documentation and Publication of Local and Regional History, Webb County Heritage Foundation, 2015


	Present-day smuggling across the U.S.-Mexico border is a professional, often violent, criminal activity. However, it is only the latest chapter in a history of illicit business dealings that...
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Early Blues: The First Stars of Blues GuitarUniversity of Minnessota, 2015

	
		Winner of the 2016 Living Blues Award for Blues Book of the Year

		

		Since the early 1900s, blues and the guitar have traveled side by side. This book tells the story of their pairing from the first reported sightings of blues musicians, to the rise of nationally known stars, to the onset of the Great Depression,...
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Python, PyGame and Raspberry Pi Game DevelopmentApress, 2016

	
		Gain the basics of Python and use PyGame to create fast-paced video games with great graphics and sounds. You'll also learn about object oriented programming (OOP) as well as design patterns like model-view-controller (MVC) and finite state machines (FSMs).

	
		Python, PyGame and Raspberry Pi Game Development...
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AnimeOldcastle Books, 2014

	A complete overview of the art form, from the coauthors of Studio Ghibli


	This guide to anime offers an overview of the art form, looking at its development in Japan and its export to other cultures. It includes a history of Japanese animation from early examples to the relaunch of animation as a viable commercial...
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Guitar Tone: Pursuing the Ultimate Guitar SoundCengage Learning, 2011

	"Great tone" is a combination of many things--electronic, acoustic, musical, physical, emotional, and cerebral. Each player assembles and manipulates those components into a special blend, creating his own unique sonic stew. So how do we get great tone? The answer for most of us is a lifetime of pursuit that is at once equal parts...
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Beginning Apache Pig: Big Data Processing Made EasyApress, 2016

	Learn to use Apache Pig to develop lightweight big data applications easily and quickly. This book shows you many optimization techniques and covers every context where Pig is used in big data analytics. Beginning Apache Pig shows you how Pig is easy to learn and requires relatively little time to develop big data...
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Embedded Systems Architecture for Agile Development: A Layers-Based ModelApress, 2017

	
		
			Utilize a new layers-based development model for embedded systems using Agile techniques for software architecture and management. Firmware is comprised of both hardware and software, but the applicability of Agile in embedded systems development is new. This book provides a step-by-step process showing how this is...
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Staging Ageing: Theatre, Performance and the Narrative of DeclineIntellect, 2014

	How can plays and performances, past and present, inform our understanding of ageing? Drawing primarily on the Western dramatic canon, on contemporary British theater, on popular culture, and on paratheatrical practices, Staging Ageing investigates theatrical engagement with ageing from the Greek chorus to Reminiscence Theater. It...
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C++/CLI Primer: For .NET DevelopmentApress, 2016

	
		Enter a world of hardcore back-end, server-side enterprise programming on the .NET platform. This book presents some of the important aspects of the C++/CLI language that often become a barrier preventing programmers from exploring further. The C++/CLI Primer is a powerful but compact book that will guide you through that...
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The String Instrument Owner's HandbookRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2015

	In The String Instrument Owner’s Guide, Michael Pagliaro surveys the complete “ownership life cycle” of bowed string instruments. A touchstone work for uninitiated and advanced players, The String Instrument Owner’s...
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